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Abstract  

Engineers have traditionally used rigid materials (such as hard plastics and metals) to build 

precise robotic systems that may be represented as a combination of rigid components joined 

at discrete points. However, designing robots inspired by natural systems consisting of 

continuous deformable materials should be equivalent to or even surpass the functionality 

of rigid robotic systems. These robots possess almost infinite degrees of freedom (DOF) and 

high levels of kinematic redundancy and are hence called hyper redundant robots. This paper 

describes the various types of soft hyper redundant robots, respective features, actuation 

mechanisms, sensors used in their control, and the future scope of hyper redundant robots in 

the field of robotics. We have shortlisted 200 papers based on keyword searching, namely 

soft robotics, pneumatic actuation, elastomers, bio-inspiration, bio-mimicry, universal 

gripper, etc. Further, the papers have been shortlisted using the paper's title, abstract, 

conclusions, and other details such as mathematical modelling, etc. This paper presents a 

comprehensive review of 116 articles covering the evolution of the topic, including the 

details of methodologies, design and analysis performed. This paper gives an overview of 

recent developments in soft robotics inspired from nature and their applications in gripping, 

inspection, medical field, etc. Challenges in designing soft robots include material modelling 

methods, incorporation of sensors and control. 

Keywords. Hyper Redundant Robots, Soft Robotics, Gripper, Bio-mimetics. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Soft robotics is a relatively new and under-researched field. Earlier, robots were always 

constructed using rigid components. The term "soft robot" was at the outset used in the 1950s 

to describe a rigid pneumatic hand with a degree of flexibility utilizing gas inside that could 

be compressed to offer compliance. The upcoming years saw more and more efforts being 

put into the soft robotics field because everyone soon realized the importance of flexibility. 

Engineers have long been motivated by nature's beauty, and efficiency, and this fascination 

led to the development of bioinspired robots [1]. Such an attraction to nature has given birth 

to the development of soft hyper redundant robots. These robots have an almost infinite 

number of actuable degrees of freedom and possess high levels of kinematic redundancy. 
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These robots, morphologically and functionally similar to snakes, tendrils, elephant trunks, 

and tentacles, play a valuable role in tasks where reaching difficult places and interaction 

with delicate objects are required. Compared with rigid grippers, these grippers can 

grip/manipulate various objects from different directions where accessibility is a constraint 

[2], e.g., gripping an object placed inside a narrow passage. 

Green plant vines covering huge land parts are a fascinating inspiration for soft hyper 

redundant robots used in inspection and exploration purposes. Such robots have numerous 

applications and can be used in the study of the environment. This can be done by attaching 

a camera on the tip of the tendril or vine-like modelled robots. Robots inspired by octopus 

tentacles like the octarm robots are used to move traffic divider cones from one location to 

another. These robots, also used by NASA, have found their application in inspection, lifting 

small objects and reaching restricted places [3]. Inspiration from plant root growth has also 

helped in the development of innovative hyper redundant actuators [4, 5]. 

The construction of soft robots has led to an increment in demand for alternative materials. 

These materials are highly deformable and stretchable, enabling the interaction of soft robots 

with delicate objects. These materials need to be checked for their tensile strength, strain 

and failure under different loading. For further development, additional knowledge of 

material behaviour is necessary and also a unified database of material constitutive models 

and experimental characterizations is of significant importance. 

Actuation of these soft robots requires different actuators than those used in rigid link robots 

like pneumatic actuation [6, 7, 8], tendon-driven actuation [9] and actuation based on shape 

memory alloy (SMA) [10]. Most popular systems are based on pneumatic action using 

compressed gas. They provide significant mechanical output on little input energy while 

providing considerable flexibility, adaptability, cost effectiveness, lightweight, and safe 

human-robot interactions. Soft pneumatic robots based on flexible elastomers can 

consistently transfer pressure over broad areas without complicated controls, allowing them 

to operate fragile and irregular objects. Soft pneumatic actuators are being employed from 

space applications to medical applications, resulting from the breakthrough in material 

sciences and rapid prototyping [11]. A brief timeline of development in soft robotics can be 

seen in figure 1. Motor-based tendon-driven mechanisms are associated with unwieldy 

attachments resulting in the making of small and lightweight autonomous robotic systems 

difficult, and hence they have found little application. Meanwhile, the inherent softness of 

SMA actuators results in low actuation force and hence limits their application. They also 

require constant energy usage to keep the SMA at a certain temperature to maintain the 

appropriate deformation [12]. 
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Figure 1. Timeline of developments in soft robotics 

2. DESIGN 

Engineers have traditionally looked to biology for inspiration when creating more 

sophisticated machines. The beauty and efficiency of nature greatly motivated engineers 

essayed at transferring ideas from biology to technology and specified it as biomimetics. 

There are several organisms from which the inspiration has been taken to mimic them in soft 

robotics, namely climbers, elephant’s trunk, octopus tentacles, human fingers, fins of fishes, 

worms like caterpillars, Oligochaetes etc. as shown in figure 2, a brief summary of which is 

mentioned in Table 1. 

 

Figure 2. Natural things from which inspirations have been taken, (i) octopus tentacles, (ii) 

elephant trunk (iii) caterpillar, (iv) tendril 
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Table 1. Various inspiration of soft robotic grippers and their applications 

 

S. No. Inspiration Applications 

1. Octopus Tentacles Holding different size object, inspection [3, 7, 

16] 

2. Snake Inspection, locomotion, cleaning clogged tubes 

[29, 30, 31] 

3. Elephant Trunk Gripping heavy objects [32] 

4. Human Finger Compliant fingers to handle delicate objects [15, 

26] 

5. Climber Inspection, exploration, gripping [20, 21] 

6. Worms (caterpillar) Locomotion, exploration [3, 17] 

7. Plant roots Soil penetration, search and rescue [5, 11] 

2.1. A 2-finger Gripper for grasping an unknown object 

Dexterous gripping is a recent difficulty in the field of robotics and automation. These 

grippers should be capable of grabbing various objects of varying sizes and forms. The shape 

of the gripper can also be put in as a restrain in the process of grasping. The associated hand 

configuration can be investigated using a probabilistic model to evaluate the inverse 

kinematics of the hand. To govern the locations and forces of joints and fingertips during 

task execution, grip synthesis algorithms must be used to control the grasping fingers. The 

process of developing a gripping configuration that fits a set of attributes important to the 

grasping action is referred to as grasp synthesis.  

To construct this type of soft robotic gripper for two output port topology synthesis of 

compliant mechanism, a soft add scheme and an energy-based function are combined. The 

suggested gripper has two underactuated fingers, each of which is synthesized with the help 

of the recommended topology optimization method and designed using thermoplastic 

elastomer 3D printing. A general topologically optimized two-finger gripper has been made, 

which can hold objects of different shapes and sizes varying from a length of 42 mm to 141 

mm and a limiting weight of 2.1 kg [3]. A similar type of gripper has been modelled and 

fabricated which deals with holding different types of fruits having a maximum payload 

capacity of 1.4 kg [5]. The detailed modelling of the gripper, which is supposed to hold 

unknown or irregular objects, has been described in [13, 14] . Universal grippers are also 

used to grasp unknown objects, and also new techniques are used to increase their 

application in different fields [15]. 

2.2.  Octopus Tentacles inspired gripper 

Octopuses utilize their tapering tentacles to grasp their meal; inspired by this, a soft robotic 

tentacles gripper with suckers attached has been developed to grip the object tightly. 

Changing the taper angle of the conical shaped actuators gives a range of bending curves for 

the soft tentacle gripper. The conical-shaped actuators are also more flexible than the 

cylindrical actuators. 
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The variable bending curvature along the length of the tentacle is a curious and possibly 

beneficial phenomenon since it allows for the grabbing of much smaller items than those 

generally managed using non-tapered geometry. The pneumatic actuation plays a great role 

in actuating these grippers while having suction cups on the gripper ensures a proper hold 

of the gripper on the object. The whole design and their simulations along with the 

mathematical support, have been given in [3, 7, 16]. 

2.3. Worm, caterpillar, inspired soft robot 

Unlike other soft robots in development which require pneumatic or fluid actuation, these 

use shape-memory alloy micro coils or motor tendons for actuation. Different designs may 

be swiftly and cheaply created using elastomeric polymers or direct 3D printing because of 

the technology's versatility. Softworms can be constructed in any shape, but the emphasis is 

given to designs that don't require cumbersome assembly. In research paper [3, 17], the 

worm caterpillar's biology is discussed and their robotic models have been prepared and 

tested.  

Research paper [18] suggests the usage of several modes of deformation and depicts a 

crawling robot with high deformability that employs deformation using compression and 

bending simultaneously. Inspired by the silkworm’s crawling gait motion, a compressive or 

bendable beam was proposed, further developed into a crawling robot. The simulation and 

prototype’s experimental results show that combining multiple deformation modes can help 

boost locomotion speed.  

Origami has recently gained popularity as a way of creating compliant reconfigurable robots 

[19]. Using the programmable origami backbone, an open triangular spring model has been 

designed to provide stability and customizable elasticity that can be magnetically actuated 

to get the desired mobility. Its locomotion mechanism was similar to that of a caterpillar, in 

that it achieves directional motion by controlling body tension, which produces compressive 

stresses on the travelling surface. An extensive range of motion for travelling through varied 

terrains can be achieved by actuation based on the interaction between external and internal 

permanent magnets. 

2.4. Bio-robotic tendril 

Climbing plants, with their fascinating intricacy and functional views, can be a substantial 

source of inspiration for biomimetic purposes. Climbing tendril-bear plants, for example, 

have an exciting technique of searching for grasping and climbing support, which can be 

explored and applied in future bio-inspired technologies. They can wrap around support to 

grasp, enabling it to obtain vertical displacement by single tendrils, which are filiform, 

irritable and lengthy organs. Tendrils characterize three primary motions; (i) 

Circumnutation: a natural movement that enhances the likelihood of finding support. (ii) 

Contact coiling: Curling of the tendril to grasp support, (iii) Free coiling:  helical coiling of 

the tendril along its axis [20, 21]. The different phases in coiling are shown in figure 3. The 

tendril structure develops into two helical springs with opposite rotations starting from the 

linear configuration. The contraction or the evolution of the helical structure begins after the 

free coiling stage. Furthermore, the pulling effect is accomplished by forming an elastic 

spring-like attachment between the grabbed support, which can withstand highly strained 

situations like wind and loads. The tendril body is made up partially of G cells, a particular 
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type of cells, which can dehydrate and increase the stiffness of the body, preventing 

uncoiling and this process is called lignification. 

 

Figure 3. Phases in coiling (i) Circumnutation (ii) contact coiling (iii) free coiling. 

The model for the vine-inspired continuum robot is adopted from computational biology in 

which circumnutation was interpreted as a kinematic model. The relation between the 

curvature change, orientation and longitudinal length along the perimeter is established [22]. 

The modelling of the tendril is done in two phases: the grasping part and the free coiling 

part. The free coiling part has been modelled as a helical spring, and the grasping part has 

been modelled as a continuum robot as a collection of ‘n’ linkages. Also, this model has 

been simulated in stimulation software, showing that free coiling and grasping are achieved. 

A detailed explanation has been given in [21]. 

The kinematic model was conceptualized and summarized using two main parts: (a) the Free 

coiling part, which is primarily dedicated to the free-coiling and pulling phase, (b) Grasping-

Coiling part, which is primarily dedicated to the coiling and grasping phase. The GC 

component can be divided into separate pieces that move and bend when activated. The FC 

component that pulls can be thought of as an actuator that transforms a linear model to attain 

helical spring-like deformation [20]. Each sub-section of the GC portion was kinematically 

modelled and characterized using primary joints and the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) 

parameters for modelling. The tendril’s grasping coiling can then be characterized using 

closed-form equations [21]. By relating actuator inputs like pneumatic pressure or tendon 

length to cartesian coordinates with the help of robot configuration coordinates, an approach 

for kinematic relationship is developed. This approach provides real-time shape and task 

control. It could be applied to a vast variety of continuum robots, also for bending individual 

sections [23, 24]. 

Tendril perversion was investigated on elastic rods using static Kirchoff equations. The 

model represents an elastic rod as a curve in the space with specific physical properties. The 

curve represents the axis and the rod’s parameters including orientation in space, stiffness, 

twist, and spin. The rod's external stresses, pressures, and moments are averaged over the 

filament's cross-sections. Differential growth has been used for intrinsic curvature in 

physical systems like tendril perversion. Kinematics of differential growth and the static 

solution for helix has been discussed in [25]. 
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2.5. Finger type gripper 

Relative stiffness allows the gripper to turn in the desired direction of the stiffer material. 

One hemispherical side is made more rigid and a cloth is stuffed to make it inextensible. 

This makes the inner part along which the finger curves. The model is being prototyped and 

tested with different weights. Increasing actuation pressure gives higher lifting force and 

grasping force. For a particular activation pressure, an increase in the finger's length 

decreases the generated pressure [15, 26].   

Soft robotic gloves are also made to strengthen and support the muscles of the finger [27, 

28]. Research is being done on soft robotic gloves that can be used to help people with 

functional grasp disorders with hand rehabilitation. These gloves are made from soft 

elastomers having great twisting and bending abilities. 

2.6. Continuum Robotics in medical surgery 

The current robotic systems and manipulators for medical applications are inspired by 

octopus tentacles, elephant trunks, snakes and many other creatures that can navigate limited 

areas, operate things in complicated settings, and follow curved trajectories in space. They 

can be used in different types of precision surgery because their small size and compliance 

are advantageous from a medical standpoint. Still, a lot of technological advancement in the 

field of sensing, control, and human-machine interaction is required [29, 30, 31]. 

2.7. Elephant trunk inspired robots 

A manipulator with four sections using a hybrid cable and spring servo system actuation has 

been developed inspired by elephant trunks where it was assumed that an elephant trunk 

manipulator’s sections bend into a circular arc with continuous curvature and an inextensible 

backbone. Similar trunk-like robots named ‘snake-arm robots’ have been made using cable 

tendon actuators with alternating stiff and soft discs to produce a bending backbone. Another 

elephant trunk-type manipulator was designed that consisted of a spiral tube looped around 

the manipulator backbone like a coil [32]. 

2.8. Root inspired soil penetration robotic mechanism 

A kinematic model for growing robots was designed by inspiration from plant growth 

strategies. A 3D printer-like mechanism or tool were installed in the robot’s tip, allows it to 

construct its body shape by using a sensor placed on the tip and a deposition head. It grows 

similarly to how a plant’s root or shoot tip moves forward. Later, the simulation was done 

using simulation software and the positional and curvature errors were calculated between 

simulation results and practical results [11]. Also, another inspiration from root penetration 

is a working prototype design made up of a hollow cylinder, 3D-track (flexible cylindrical 

skin) and motor tendon skin actuation mechanism. It was observed in experiments that the 

use of this mechanism reduced the axial penetration force [5]. 

3. SOFT GRIPPING 

Soft gripping is divided into three mechanisms: (i) actuation, (ii) variable stiffness, and (iii) 

variable adhesion. These three categories are not independent of each other, and many 

gadgets combine two or more classes to achieve greater performance. 
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3.1. Actuation 

3.1.1. Thermal responsive actuation (SMAs/ SMPs) 

Some polymers and alloys exhibit a shape memory attribute, where the material being 

temporarily deformed returns to an initial shape in response to a stimulus (typically heat). 

These materials are called Shape Memory Polymers (SMPs) or Shape Memory Alloys 

(SMAs) [33, 34]. These materials have found varied applications in the field of aerospace, 

medicine and robotics [35, 36, 37]. 

SMPs are made up of a polymer arrangement consisting of transition domains (TD) and 

elastic domains (ED). The TD softens (low stiffness) when the temperature is above the 

transition temperature, allowing the deformation of ED in response to force applied. As the 

temperature goes down, the TD gets stiff and averts the ED from deforming. When the 

material is heated again, the ED is released, and the object returns to its original state. This 

transition in SMPs happens due to a material phase change, in which crystallization-melting 

or vitrification-glass play a part. SMPs are frequently blended with other materials to 

increase properties such as strength, recovery force, and additional stimulus effects such as 

magnetic-active and electro-active effects [38]. Working cycle of SMA is shown in figure 

4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Working of SMA material(spring) (i) heating, (ii) deformation due to stress (iii) 

cooling in deformed state (iv) stress removal (v) repetition 

Temperature-induced crystallographic changes cause the SMAs to exhibit form memory. 

During these changes, the material transforms from martensite to austenite structure. The 

alloy takes on a martensitic structure with low stiffness at low temperatures, and external 

stress can plastically deform it. Reaching above the transition temperature converts it to an 

austenitic form with high stiffness, recovering the material to its initial undeformed shape. 

These alloys can be employed as actuators by taking advantage of the contraction of up to 

5% achieved when heated from martensite to austenite phases. 

Latest developments include the incorporation of SMAs with compliant materials like 

silicone elastomers to improve object adaptability [39, 40, 41]. SMA microgrippers were 

created using stiff materials and flexural joints. In these micro-grippers, softness can be 

improved by using super-elastic SMAs by reducing the thickness of the structure [42]. 
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3.1.2. Magnetic Responsive Actuation 

These actuators work by controlling the magnetic field magnitude and direction. They are 

used in places with high magnetic susceptibility [43]. Magnetic stimulation is appealing due 

to the ease with which it is possible to regulate the magnetic field's direction and magnitude 

quickly and precisely and its capacity to permeate most materials. Magnetic particles and 

fillers are blended with polymers, gels, papers, and fluids so that they could operate on 

applying magnetic fields externally. When discrete magnetic fillers are inserted into soft 

materials, a magnetic profile with varying amplitude and direction is generated [44]. 

3.1.3. Photo Responsive Actuation 

This type of actuation can be achieved in the Visible light-driven and the Near Infrared 

(NIR) light actuator. Because of the potential of long-wavelength NIR light to permeate 

biomaterials with low losses, NIR has emerged as the most biocompatible way of wireless 

actuation for biomedical devices. Visible light-driven actuators can actuate in sunlight, 

saving a lot of excess energy when working in an open or natural environment [44]. 

3.1.4. Electrically responsive actuators (EAPs) 

For this type of actuation, specific kinds of materials are needed which can show 

deformation whenever there is a fluctuation in electrical conditions like dielectric 

elastomers, piezoelectric materials, and mechanical servo motors. While hydraulic or 

pneumatic actuation has been used in many soft robot designs, a lot of work has gone into 

developing electrically activated soft actuators made of EAPs. Developing electrically 

actuated soft actuators comprised of electroactive polymers has taken a lot of time. Some of 

them are even prototyped. Because energy is more easily reserved in electrical form and 

computation is commonly performed on electronic circuits, actuating soft robotics directly 

using electrical potential may be more efficient. Piezoelectric, ferroelectric polymers, 

mechanical or servo motors, ionic EAPs, dielectric EAPs are some examples of EAPs [11]. 

a. Dielectric Elastomer Actuators (DEA) 

A thin elastomer membrane (thickness 3–500 μm) [45] is sandwiched between two 

compliant electrodes in a DEA. An electric attraction (known as Maxwekk stress) between 

the electrodes is created by applying high voltage, resulting in compression of the elastomer 

membrane and expansion of its area. Soft elastomers having an elastic modulus of 1MPa are 

used to makes DEAs, as they have a quick reaction time and may create massive actuation 

strokes.  

Furthermore, their electromechanical efficiency is capable of reaching 90%. Multilayer 

stacking is required when high output forces are demanded due to the long actuation stroke 

and low generated stress of DEAs, resulting in a more complicated fabrication method. Due 

to their inherent simplicity, they can be shaped in any configuration. Recent developments 

and commercial availability of the kV thin-film transistors [46] and miniaturized high 

voltage components have enabled the designing of more compact systems.  
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The first demonstration of the usage of DEAs for gripping was having a design known as 

self-organized dielectric elastomer minimal energy structures (DEMESs) [47]. The main 

problem in this type of system is to overcome the low generated stress. For this particular 

problem, other than multilayer stacking, different techniques like incorporating variable 

stiffness functionality [48], implementation of controllable adhesion [49] are being explored. 

 

b. Ionic Polymer Metal Composites (IPMCs) 

IPMCs comprises an expandable membrane of electrolyte polymer (usually thickness of 

100-300μm) wedged between two thin metallic layers. Cations and anions in the electrolyte 

are evenly dispersed when the voltage applied is zero. The concentration of cations increases 

at the cathode and anions at the anode when voltage is applied, causing non-uniform swelling 

resulting in the entire structure bending towards the positive side [50]. Thus, the device can 

be curved bi-directional depending on the applied polarity.  

IPMCs have stiffness ranging between 0.60 to 21.0 GPa, influenced by electrode and 

polymer membrane materials. This actuator technology allows for broad bending strokes for 

the applied small actuation voltages in the range of 1-5V. Using the electrolyte frequently 

necessitates the aqueous solution submerging of actuators, but encasement allows for 

functioning in the dry setting [51]. IPMCs, like DEAs, are capable of self-sensing however 

their response time is slow [50]. IPMCs have the benefit of being easily made at a millimetre 

scale. IPMCs have certain disadvantages, like low generated stress and slow actuation 

response. Exploiting this technology's capacity to work in aquatic conditions could be one 

way to get it closer to applications. 

3.1.5. Fluidic Elastomer Actuators (FEAs) 

These actuators are among the oldest and still widely used in soft robotics because of their 

advantages, such as ease of production, resilience, and low-cost elastomer materials [52]. 

The fluid applies pressure on the walls of elastic material and provides actuation. FEAs 

structures often have asymmetric geometry or are made of anisotropic materials, resulting 

in the chamber's inflation being transformed into bending of the entire actuator. High forces 

can be generated by FEAs depending on the pressure applied and active surface area.  

For FEAs, there are a variety of architectures to choose from. Some of the most prevalent 

are bellows-like structures, tube-like tentacles, elongated elastomeric chambers with 

reinforcing layers and fibres etc. The moulding process that makes up the chamber is 

commonly used in the fabrication of FEAs. Fibres, adhesion, nonprotractile layers textiles 

and papers, origamis, strain sensors, porous materials and variable stiffness elements can all 

be incorporated into the actuator using the moulding process (during the molten state of 

material) [53, 54]. 

Fibre reinforcement in FEAs resulted in the creation of bioinspired soft hands that can 

replicate various human movements and manage ordinary things like flasks, pencils, and 

eyeglasses. Silicone elastomers structurally reinforced with polyaramid fibres are used to 

achieve properties like self-healing of minor punctures and boosted tear resistance. 

Researchers used 3D printing to demonstrate the quick manufacture of FEA-based grippers. 

Researchers have inserted functional aspects into the grippers' structure to increase their 
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functionality, taking advantage of the diversity given by the moulding process. Resistive 

strain sensors composed of expandable or pliable electrodes, stretchable optical waveguides, 

and force sensors employing a piezoresistive fabric component were used to accomplish 

curvature sensing. Increased holding weight can be achieved by incorporating variable 

stiffness parts.  

Using compressors and external pumps to pressurize fluid for actuation is one possible issue 

of FEA grippers. These components are frequently big and hefty, compromising the device's 

portability. Efforts to combine and miniaturize the production of pressurized fluids have 

yielded hopeful results in the past [55]. Response time can be a problem since, for the full 

actuation with the required flow rate and given the channel’s fluidic impedance, crossing 1 

Hz frequency can be challenging. 

3.2. Variable Stiffness 

3.2.1. Low melting point alloy (LMPA) 

The alloy that undergoes a phase change in response to heat, typically at low temperatures, 

generally determined by alloy composition, is termed LMPA. Synthetic elastomeric 

composites have fixed internal structures and defined properties. Unlike natural composites, 

these materials cannot alter their structure and mechanical properties depending on 

environmental conditions. For example, the structure of bone changes upon induced 

mechanical stresses. LMPA inclusions in the elastomeric composites induce a change in 

stiffness upon phase change. These molten alloys can flow in the pneumatic channels or may 

be mixed up with the molten elastomer during the fabrication of the structure [56, 57]. 

A high variation in stiffness can be observed when the alloyed elastomer is heated above the 

LMPA melting temperature [58, 59]. Soft dielectric materials usually have poor heat 

conduction as the thermal conductivity is directly proportional to the elastic modulus. This 

constraint can be overcome with LMPAs added in the elastomer composites resulting in an 

unrivalled combination having thermal conductivity as high as metals, elastic modulus 

similar to elastomers and the ability to experience large deformation having strain greater 

than 600 percent [60]. 

Further developments include reducing the phase transformation period of LMPAs. Based 

on geometry and size, melting time can range from 1 to 30 seconds while solidification time 

can be double. This timing can be an issue when there is a need for quick manipulation [61]; 

melting time can be reduced by the increment of heat addition while the time to solidify can 

be reduced using the metal of high thermal conductivity [60] or integration of additional 

cooling devices like electrocaloric effect based device [61], water circulating system, 

increase in heat transfer area [62] and fractal channel design [63]. Relative stiffness doesn't 

change upon scaling the design. However, having a high proportion of PDMS materials and 

LMPA will increase the power required for the required melting speed. Therefore, the 

different designs need to be considered (when scaling is done) having low melting time, 

power requirements and high stiffness [57]. 
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3.2.2. Magneto-rheological fluids (MRF) and Electro-rheological fluids (ERF) 

MRF and ERF are the class of suspended particles in fluids that undergo a large reversible 

variation in the rheological properties (viscosity related properties) when imposed to 

magnetic and electric fields, respectively [64, 65]. The change in rheological properties 

when subjected is indicated by flow resistance increment depending on fluid flow direction 

and constitution. These smart materials are implemented in smart structures, shock 

absorbers, clutches and brakes [66, 67]. Under an electric field, the particles convert into 

long fibrous chains aligning in flux lines direction due to molecular dipoles' orientation and 

dielectric polarization. These chains develop resilience to the deformation of fluid, resulting 

in increased stiffness of application. 

Similarly, MR fluids convert into long chains of ferromagnetic particles aligning in the 

direction of magnetic flux lines [68, 69]. To initiate viscoelastic behaviour, magnetic field 

of up to 500mT and an electric field of about 5 kilovolts per mm need to be applied. The 

response time is relatively short, less than 10 milliseconds and the relative stiffness increases 

tens of times [70, 71]. ER fluid generally requires low energy as an electric field is 

proportional to the applied voltage and no steady-state flow of current is needed, while for 

MR fluid, the magnetic field intensity depends on the electric current. The fluid can be added 

with elastomeric composites to produce variable stiffness models upon applying the 

respective actuating fields [72]. 

3.2.3. Granular Jamming 

This is a handy process for constructing changing stiffness media, which is commonly used 

in robotics applications for gripping complicated and fragile items. Granular jamming is a 

mechanism that allows granular material to change reversibly from fluidic to solid-state and 

vice versa. During the fluidic state, granular material can move freely, hence the object feels 

soft and pliable. Application and removal of vacuum on the bladder containing the grains 

result in the transition of states [73]. 

Jamming actuators have a simple structure and use pressure to modulate stiffness. This 

technique is said to be capable of changing stiffness by nearly 24 times [74]. The stiffness 

change rate is relatively rapid; for the solidification state, it takes 0.1-1.1s whereas for the 

fluidic state, it takes 0.1-1seconds [14, 75]. The transition time is typically on the flow rate 

& pressure differential obtained from the pump and the volume of the granule-filled bladder. 

When portability is necessary, the pump required to generate a relatively high-pressure 

differential becomes a limitation. Nonetheless, granular jamming has demonstrated its 

utilization in mobile manipulators and robots [76, 77]. 

Once the gripper goes into the solidified state, it is difficult to accommodate object 

deformation therefore unsuitable for deformable objects. This universal jamming gripper 

has been employed in some industry setups and has also proved its utility in research 

applications like assembly tasks, prosthetics, human cooperation and learning algorithm 

integration [78]. Future granular jamming research could focus on expanding the flexibility 

of object kinds. Jamming grippers, for example, might be outfitted with adhesive technology 

to allow them to grasp deformable and flat objects which are difficult as of now. Layer 

jamming is a technology that uses a variable stiffness method and is dependent on inter-
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layer friction. Because of its low thickness, it has potential future utilization in lightweight 

fingered grippers with adjustable stiffness [79]. 

3.3. Variable Adhesion 

Adhesion is the attraction between two surfaces at their common interface, which causes 

shear stress to be a direct function of the normal pressure generated. Soft gripper having 

adhesive techniques generate greater grasping forces because of the considerable shear 

friction force. Simultaneously, the closure force normal to the object's surface is significantly 

less than the forces in other grasping techniques, allowing the handling of delicate or fragile 

objects. Low power need, high ratio of shear force to closing force are some of the attributes 

needed for having a lightweight and easily transportable gripper. Controlled adhesion can 

primarily be done by electro and gecko adhesion (dry adhesion). 

3.3.1. Electrostatic Adhesion 

The electrostatic force is the attraction force between opposite electric charges. Electro 

adhesion takes advantage of this nature of attraction by adjusting the electric charges on both 

sides of the gripper-object common surface [49]. Charge polarization in dielectric models 

and electrostatic charge induction in the conductive models is an implication of the applied 

electric field. The electric fields are generated by the interdigitated electrodes with a thin 

layer of passivation coating. On both smooth and uneven surfaces, electro adhesion has been 

successful. High electric fields are required for this adhesion method, which necessitates 

voltages on the order of a few kilovolts current. World technology uses electro-adhesion in 

different types of rigid and flexible grippers, vertical climbing, water handling etc. [80, 81, 

82]. An eight-leaf flexible, electrostatic adhesive gripper has been fabricated and thoroughly 

discussed in [83]. 

Electro adhesion is electrically controlled and may be utilized with dielectric objects, and 

metallic objects with any kind of surfaces in most cases [82]. It eliminates the need for extra 

actuators to grasp or leave an object. After the voltage is removed, there is a little residual 

adhesive force. However, residual forces are exceedingly low for dielectric objects and 

persist barely for some seconds [84, 85, 86]. Using AC voltage instead of DC for conductive 

objects is a good solution. Electro adhesion performance is also affected by surface 

conditions for example presence of unwanted materials like dust and moisture will result in 

a lower holding force. A solution to this problem is in implementing techniques like self-

cleaning [87]. 

3.3.2. Gecko Adhesion 

Geckos can climb up tilted surfaces using the van der Waals forces to attract surface 

molecules, generating shear forces. Gecko adhesion was inspired by the surface adhesion 

developed by microfibres of geckos [88, 89, 90]. The adhesion is done by the microfibers 

on their bottom foot surface and triggered by pressing them normally to the object surface 

(preloading) and disengaged by eliminating the preloaded force. Directional shear force 

during adhesion can also be feasible by adjusting the angle of setal-fibres [91]. Gecko 

adhesive adheres to both rough and smooth surfaces, although it struggles to stick to low-

surface-energy materials [92]. In this form of adhesive technology, self-cleaning is a unique 
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feature [93, 94]. It has also been demonstrated that applying a surface coating on gecko-

inspired pillars allows them to stick to damp surfaces. 

A new convex object gripping approach that relies almost entirely on shear forces has been 

discussed in [95]. Also, the gripper uses gecko-inspired-film fibrillar adhesives that conform 

to the object's curvature. The model has been proposed & validated for grasping a variety of 

curvatures. Also, inspired by gecko, adhesion microfibres are replicated by angled 

micropillars made from elastomers with round or flat tips introduced as compliant 

micromanipulators for pick and place operations [96]. 

The adaptability of soft grippers with gecko adhesion was demonstrated by their ability to 

adhere to various objects, among which most were rigid and smooth surfaces. Handling 

rough-surfaced things and manipulating soft, malleable objects are two examples of 

potential obstacles. Shape optimizations and microfibres material could be a possible 

solution for the former. Enhanced adhesion performance on rough surfaces has been 

achieved by enhancing the bending behaviour of gecko adhesion pillars [97]. Microspines 

are another promising candidate, as they demonstrated extraordinary grabbing abilities on 

hard surfaces like concrete and rubble. 

4. SENSORS 

The development of sensors for soft robotic applications has evolved into a research trend 

over the past few years. This is because of: a) increase in demand for more intelligent 

systems, b) interests in developing soft robots and other applications that require 

confirmation to different shapes. Sensors are described as devices that “convert physical 

quantities such as pressure, temperature, force, acceleration, deformations into electrical 

signals being input to the control system”. Implanting stretchable sensors on soft grippers 

would vastly intensify how they can interact with the object and simultaneously obtain 

information about the manipulated object's characteristics. 

Pressure sensors can be used to monitor grasping force. Rubber encapsulated MEMS 

pressure sensor can be incorporated with a gripper, allowing real-time grasping force 

monitoring. Force information can be indicated with the help of LED lights, which changes 

colour when pressure exceeds a predefined threshold [98]. Pressure sensors are mostly based 

on the capacitive or resistive structures, and these were developed from soft matter and 

attached to the silicone skin of the palm and fingertips [99] of the robot's hand to obtain the 

pre touch perception. With the help of these sensors and an algorithm, the robotic hand could 

determine the suitable closing pattern from the capacitive sensor data [100, 101]. Soft 

robotic and wearable systems experience large deformation and require sensors to measure 

this deformation. Graphene materials provide magnificent properties that integrate several 

flexible and stretchable characteristics into electronic devices. Resistive sensors embedded 

in the material change its resistance on bending, which is converted into voltage and 

interpreted by the Arduino. The data obtained from the pressure sensor (Honeywell-ASDX 

AVX100 PGA A5) is also utilized in computing bending angles corresponding to the 

pressure. The above data correlates with the actual bending angle observed from the 

developed vision system for better accuracy and feedback [102]. Highly stretchable strain 

sensors are conventionally made of carbon black (CB)- filled elastomer composites (up-to 

500%) [54]. Recent advances in stretchable electronic materials are discussed in [103, 104] 

and applications in [105].  
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Tactile sensing is necessary to have safe contact with surrounding humans and objects. 

Tactile sensing is done with a permanent magnet embedded in a soft elastomer placed over 

a hall sensor to compute total force vectors (both shear and normal forces). This sensing is 

also used for palpation and diagnosis of tissues [106, 107, 108]. Several tactile sensors 

perform better using micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technology. Some 

practical problems during the application of MEMS in systems include endurance, wiring 

difficulties and corrosion. One of the best alternatives to MEMS is fibre optic sensors which 

are appealing due to their performance capability and resilience to several environmental 

disturbances, especially electromagnetic and electrostatic fields. Human skin touch sensors 

are incorporated into devices like grippers or robot hands to pursue human fingers' 

equivalent skill and adaptability. Having these on our prototypes or robots will eventually 

give us a large set of information that can be backtracked for design evolution. These sensors 

can detect the distributed force using micro-bending of optical fibres and are used for 

artificial skins [99, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113] and reflective heartbeat sensors based on optical 

fibres [114]. 

Depending on the type of work to be carried out, various types of soft actuators are 

applicable in the medical and surgery field. The actuators in the surgery field need to be 

precise and provide accurate data. For collecting different kinds of data, the actuators are 

fitted with proprioception sensors [35] like fibre bragg grating (FBG), stretchable resistance 

or conductance sensor, environmental perception sensors like flexible optical fibre and 

interactive perception sensors. The screen-printed sensors were printed on elastomeric 

substrates and incorporated with soft pneumatic actuators in a single process [115]. With the 

help of these sensors, the true curvature of an actuator can be known within the sensor 

hysteresis and creep limits. The key advantages of these sensors are: a) need less time to 

manufacture b) need a small amount of additional effort in the actuator manufacturing, and 

c) are made with readily available equipment and materials. Measurement of small 

fluctuating or variable parameters is vital in any robotic application that includes interaction 

with the environment because it enables the robot to identify encounters early and respond 

appropriately. Taking inspiration from the ciliary structure found in nature, a   Miniaturized 

Light force sensor has been developed, designed, and simulated [116]. 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

This paper discusses how the advent of technologies has impacted robot structures. Since 

performing jobs with delicacy has been demanded for a long time and rigid robots have been 

unable to fulfil that idea, the soft robots have outdone them in this field. The hyper redundant 

robots somehow stand on the line with structural strength from the rigid robot’s point of 

view and abilities to stretch, squeeze and morph from their soft counterparts. The different 

hyper redundant robots that are developed are a sort of inspiration from nature. To achieve 

desirable robotic behaviour in real-world situations, an insight of characteristics, interface 

with control systems and environment of soft materials is also required. Advanced materials 

are the heart of these types of robots as they play a vital role in deciding the system's speed, 

force, adhesion, and kinematics. Different materials like silicone elastomer, hydrogels, 

shape memory alloy, electroactive polymer etc., are used to get the desired deformation of 

the system. However, the peak of commercializing these specific robots have not reached. 

So, it becomes important that these potential robots are continuously evolved with upcoming 

technologies so that they don’t become obsolete. There is a need to look upon the properties 
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of materials like self-healing and room temperature actuation of SMAs. Combining 

advanced materials and processes definitely increases the system's complexity, but it will 

undoubtedly be a topic of discussion in the near future if the performance is enhanced. 

Enhancement of interaction of soft robots with objects can be greatly done with the 

implementation of stretchable sensors. Ongoingly, research is being done to develop sensors 

that measure and sense various parameters like pressure, temperature, force, strain, 

proximity and shear. Some problems may be encountered during the practical application of 

tactile sensing using MEMS technology and the best alternative to them is fibre optic 

sensors. These are attractive due to their performance capability and resilience to 

environmental disruptions. The overall rapid rate of advancements in optical fibre-based 

sensors suggests a bright future for them. Systems such as soft robots that undergo large 

deformations require sensors that can withstand these large deformations. Future works 

include manufacturing graphene films possessing high conductivity, chemically stable in 

air, good uniformity and the ability to adhere to device substrates. This will enhance the 

performance and longevity of the resulting devices. 
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